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Abstract 
Moews, D., Sums of games born on Days 2 and 3, Theoretical Computer Science 91(1991) 119-128. 
We compute some groups connected with finite partizan combinatorial games whose game-trees 
have height at most 2 or 3. 
Introduction 
By a game we mean a finite partizan combinatorial game, as defined in [l]. We 
shall also use other nomenclature and notation from [ 11. We say, for every nonnega- 
tive integer n, that a game is born on or before Day n if all its Left and Right options 
are born on or before Day n - 1. Thus the game 0, which has no Left or Right 
options, is the only game born on or before Day 0. 
There are only 4 games born on or before Day 1: 1, 0, *, and -1. It is known 
that there are 22 distinct games born on or before Day 2, as shown in Table 1. It 
Table 1 
The games born on or before Day 2 
LIR 1 -1 0 0, * * 1 0 
1 
0 
0, * 
* 
-1 
0 
11-l 110 110,* II* 1* 2 
01-l 
;* 
-1* t 1 
0,*+1 *2 ; ‘1 
*/-1 J J 0 Fl 0 
-1* L I 2 z 0 0 0 
-2 -1 -1 0 0 0 
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is not difficult to show that J2, the additive abelian subgroup of the group of games 
generated by the games born on Day 2, has the following basis: 
Order 
Temperature 2 4 a3 
(numbers) 
(infinitesimals) 
(switches) 
0 f 
0 *2 A T, a 
f I 
I/Z * 
1 I’ * 
where 
A={llO}-{ll*}, and 
cx={1~0}-{110,*}. 
Here, A has order 4 since A + A = * and (Y and t are linearly independent since 
(Y, although it is positive, is much smaller than t. Thus, J2= Z30Z/4ZO(Z/2Z)3. 
If we let IZ be the group of infinitesimal games within J2, then I2 = Z*O Z/42 0 Z/22 
and Jz/ I2 = ZO (Z/22)*. 
We have carried out a computer search which revealed that there are 1474 distinct 
games born on or before Day 3. Although we have not characterized the Day 3 
infinitesimals, we have determined the structure of J3/ 13, as stated in the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1. Let J3 be the subgroup of the group of games generated by the games born 
on or before Day 3, and let I3 be the subgroup of infinitesimals within J,. Then 
J,/I,=2’02/420(2/22)’ 
and we may take the following 16 games as a basis: 
Order 
Temperature 
where 
P =wHtlO, *I, 
r={~lWGl0,*A 
~=~~lww,mH, 
& ={tliOI-l~I-{tlO, {Ol-1>1, 
B={;~o}-{;I*}, and 
c ={;~o}-{;I*}. 
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We now prove Theorem 1. Our first task is to obtain a list of all the games born 
on or before Day 3, up to infinitesimals. We then determine the group generated 
by these games. 
Determining the Day 3 games up to infinitesimals 
We already know which numbers are born on or before Day 3, namely -3, -2, 
-4, -1, -a, -;, -a, o,:, ;,a, 1, 3, 2, and 3. Hence it will suffice to consider the 
non-numbers. Now we have the following fact. We say that G is almost positive if 
G + (Y 2 0 for all positive numbers CY. We say that G almost exceeds H if G - H is 
almost positive. 
Fact 1. Let G={GLIGR} and H = { HL 1 HR} be two games such that every HL is 
almost exceeded by some GL, and every GR almost exceeds some HR. Then if either 
G or H is not a number, G almost exceeds H. 
Proof. We need to show that for all positive numbers (Y, G - H + a 3 0. But if Right 
starts in G - H + a, he will not move in LY since he has a nonnumber to move in. 
Hence he will move to GR - H + o or G - HL+ a. In either case Left can respond 
to a positive GR -HR+cy or GL-HL+a and win. 0 
Hence if G is not a number, and Gql is some fixed Left option of G, we can 
throw out any other GL such that GL 0 almost exceeds GL without affecting the 
value of G by more than an infinitesimal. Similarly, if GRo is some fixed Right 
option of G, we can throw out any other GR that almost exceeds GRn without 
affecting the value of G by more than an infinitesimal. Define an almost reversible 
option of G to be a Left option A = GL of G such that there is a B = AR with G - B 
almost positive or a Right option A = GR of G such that there is a B = AL with 
B - G almost positive. 
Fact 2. Zf G has an almost reversible option A, G = {A, . . 1 . . .} or G = {. . . 1 A,. . .}, 
then the game H = {BL, . . 1 . . .}, or H = {. . . 1 BR, . . .}, respectively, difSers only 
infinitesimally from G, provided that H is not a number, 
Proof. Let A be a Left option of G, say. If it is a Right option, the proof is similar. 
Let (Y be a positive number. It will do to show that G-H + a 2 0 and that G-H - 
a 4 0. Now if Right starts in G-H + a, he will not move in (Y since he has a 
nonnumber to move in. Then Left has a reply to all Right’s moves in G or -H 
except the moves from -H to some -BL. But G - BL is a Right option of G - B, 
and G-B is almost positive, so Left has a winning strategy in G-B+ a, going 
second, which he can apply now. If Left starts in G-H-a, he will also not want 
to move in (Y, and Right has a reply to all his moves except the move from G to 
A. But if Left moves from G to A, Right can move from A to B. Then if Left moves 
from B to some BL, Right can move from H to -BL. If Left does not move in B, 
he must move in -H; he will not want to move in LY while there is a nonnumber 
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available, namely -H. If Left moves in -H, he has moved to some B - GR - a; but 
G - B is almost positive, so Right has a winning strategy in B - G - CY, going second, 
which he can apply now. 0 
Now if we quasi-order the set of games born on or before Day 2 by putting H > K 
if H almost exceeds K, taking only the games whose sets of Left and Right options 
are antichains in this order will give us infinitesimally shifted versions of all 
non-numeric games born on or before Day 3. This order gives 2 > 1 > f , { 1 IO} > 0 > 
{01-l}, -$>-l>-2. (110) andiareincomparable, as are {Ol-1)and -i. {11-l} 
is incomparable with 0, i, and -1 and (1 IO} > { 1 I-1) > (01-l). The other games 
born on or before Day 2 are all infinitesimal shifts of { 1 IO}, (0 I -l}, or 0, and behave 
the same as they do under our order. Hence there are 16 essentially different 
antichains, 0, @I, (11, ii>, ((1 loll, {{llol, $1, ((1 I-11, $1, {OI, 111 I-l)), ((1 I-1),0), 
{{11-l}, -$}, {{Ol-l}, -i}, {{OI-l}}, {-i}, {-l}, and (-2). However, if 0 is the set 
of Left or Right options of a game, the game is a number, so we can neglect this 
antichain. We then have 152 candidates for our games born on or before Day 3. 
These are listed in Table 2. Many games are omitted from this table. The presence 
of a dash (-) means that the negative of the game is found elsewhere in the table, 
so the game itself is not listed. An S means that the game is of the form {x I x} for 
a number x and is hence an infinitesimally shifted version of x, which can be 
neglected. A T means that the game is of the form {x 1 {x I y}} or {{x Iv} 1~) for 
numbers x > y, which reduces to an infinitesimally shifted version of the number x 
or y, respectively. An L denotes an almost reversible Left option, and an R denotes 
an almost reversible Right option. In our case the almost reversible Left options 
are always of the form {x 1 y} for y a nonpositive integer, and the almost reversible 
Right options are always of the form {x I y} for x a nonnegative integer. Hence these 
almost reversible options always reduce to the empty set, which means that all 
games marked L or R are equal, up to an infinitesimal, to a simpler game which is 
also in our table. The remaining entries in the table are either numbers or games 
in simplest form. 
Determining the group generated by these games 
We wish to determine J3/ 13. For every game G, we define the thermal dissociation 
of G to be a sum x+lal G,+. . . + JUT G,, where x is the mean value of G, the a,‘s 
are nonnegative numbers with a, > a2 > . . . > a,., and the Gj’s are nonzero 
infinitesimals in canonical form. With this definition, the thermal dissociation of G 
can easily be seen to be unique. Also, adding an infinitesimal to G only affects one 
term of its thermal dissociation, namely the one heated by 0. 
Now, if x is a positive number, we can define maps cpX from J3/13 by letting 
q,(G) be the H in the 5” H term of the thermal dissociation of G, or 0 if no such 
term exists. Also, define q,(G) to be the mean value of G, and define a number 
heated by ~0 to be itself. We need two conditions to hold for J3/13 to thermally 
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decompose as a direct sum. The first is that, for each x, and H, K E (pX(J3/13), 
I” H + j” K should equal I” H + K up to an infinitesimal, where H + K is in canoni- 
cal form. The second is that, for each G E J3/ I3 and x, I” cp,( G) should be a member 
of J3/ I,. If both these conditions hold, then each cp,(J3/ IS) will be a group and 
J3/ I3 will be equal to the direct sum of the cp,( J3/ 13)‘s. 
The thermal dissociations of all the non-numeric games born on Day 3, up to 
infinitesimals, are given in Table 3. The following facts will help us to prove that 
our first condition holds. A stopping position of a game G is a position of G that 
is a number and can be reached from G without it being necessary for Left or Right 
to move from a number. 
Fact3. IfG ,,..., G, are games with all stopping positions multiples oft, where t is 
a positive number, and if G, f. . ’ + G, 2 0, then 5’ G, + . . . + 5’ G, is almost positive. 
Proof. Let CY be a positive number. We wish to give a strategy for Left to win on 
I’ G,+. . . + j’ G,, + cr = H, say, moving second. Now playing J’ G is the same as 
playing G, except that we add t to the game every time Left moves from a non-numeric 
position of G and subtract t from the game every time Right moves from a 
non-numeric position of G, so a position in G, + * . + + G, = H’, say, corresponds 
in an obvious way by heating to a position in I’ G, +. . . + j’ G,. Furthermore, 
heating numbers gives numbers, so Right will not want to make a move in (Y or in 
a position corresponding to a numeric position in G, until the positions in all the 
s’ G,‘s have become numeric. But heating nonnumbers gives nonnumbers, so Right 
will not make a move in (Y or in a position corresponding to a numeric position in 
a G, until the positions in the Gi’s corresponding to the positions in the 5’ Gj’s have 
all become numeric. Now since 0~ G, +. . . + G, = H’, say, Left has a winning 
strategy moving second in H’. Hence when playing second in H, Left can use his 
strategy that wins H’ moving second until all the positions in the Gj’s become 
numbers. If this happens when Left has just moved, Left and Right have made the 
same number of moves, so if the position in H’ equals the number x, the position 
in H equals x + LY, and since Left had a winning strategy in H’, x 2 0, so x + (Y z 0, 
and Left has won. If this happens when Left is about to move, then Right has made 
1 more move than Left, so if the position in H’ equals the number x, then the 
position in H equals x - t + a, but since Left had a winning strategy in H’, x > 0, 
and, since the stopping positions of the G,‘s are multiples of t, x 3 t and consequently 
x-t+o>O, so Left can win. 0 
Since j’- G = -j’ G, then, if G,, . . . , G, are games with all stopping posi- 
tions multiples of t, where t is a positive number, and if G, + + . . + G, = 0, then 
I’ G,+. *. +J’ G, is infinitesimal. 
Fact 4. If H and K have all stopping positions multiples oft, then the canonical form 
of H + K has all stopping positions multiples oft. Also, -H has all stopping positions 
multiples oft. 
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Proof. The second part is obvious. Now consider the first part. First we show that 
reducing a game to canonical form does not introduce new stopping positions. We 
can order the reduction in such a way that G’s dominated options are deleted and 
reversible moves are reversed only after all its options have already been reduced 
to canonical form. It is clear that deleting dominated moves does not introduce new 
stopping positions, so we need only consider reversing reversible moves. If we 
reverse the move from a position G to GLo through GLoRo to GLoRoL, the only new 
stopping positions we might introduce are the G LoRoL’s or some of their descendants, 
if the GLoRoL’s or their descendants are numbers, G is not a number, and no 
predecessor of G is a number. Even then, these stopping positions will not be new 
unless GLoRo is a number, or unless GLn is a number, which implies GLoRn a number 
since GLo is already in canonical form. But if GLoRn is a number, then G not a 
number implies G> GLoRo and Left then has a good move opening in G- GL~~R~~; 
we can assume he does not open in the number, so let his move be to CL1 - GLOR1j 2 0. 
Then GLl cannot be the same as GLo or Right could answer from GLl - GLoRo to 0. 
Now GLoRo a number in canonical form implies that the GLoRnL’s are exceeded by 
GLoRo and hence by GLl, so the GLoRoL ‘s are dominated and can be removed; they 
do not introduce new stopping positions. Similarly, reversing Right’s moves does 
not introduce new stopping positions. 
Hence we can assume that H and K are in canonical form. Now a stopping 
position of H + K is of the form H’+ K’, where H’ and K’ are positions of H and 
K. Suppose that this stopping position is also present in the canonical form of 
H + K. Then if H’ or K’ is a number, we show that it is a stopping position of H 
or K. Let H’ be a number, say. Then if H” is a numeric position on the line of play 
from H to H’, any line of play from H + K to H’+ K’ that does not go through a 
number will at some point reach H”+ K” for some K”. Then K” cannot be a number, 
so the line of play will contain dominated moves unless all moves from this point 
on are in K until the position in K becomes a number, but then we will reach the 
position HI’+ K”’ for some number K”‘, which is numeric. Then all lines of play 
from H + K to H’+ K’ either contain numbers or contain dominated moves, and 
if they contain dominated moves they certainly vanish in the canonical form. 
Now let H’+ K’ be a stopping position of H + K that occurs in its canonical 
form. Then if a is a stopping position of H’, H’ + K’ - a must be a stopping position 
of K’, since H’ and K’ are in canonical form. Then if H’ is not a number, a must 
also be a stopping position of H. If H’ is a number, however, we must have a = H’, 
and then a is a stopping position of H by the above. Hence a is a stopping position 
of H. Similarly, H’+ K’ - a is a stopping position of K. Then a and H’+ K’ - a are 
both multiples of t, so H’+ K’ must also be a multiple of t, as desired. 0 
This fact shows that the set of all games with stopping positions multiples of t is 
a group. Taken together with Fact 3, then, this shows that s’ is a well-defined 
homomorphism from the group of games with stopping positions multiples of t into 
the group of games modulo the subgroup of infinitesimal games. 
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However, in Table 3, only all small games occur heated by numbers other than 
4, and all games found heated by $ have all stopping positions multiples of f . Then 
in the cases we are considering, the heating maps I” satisfy our first condition for 
J3/13 to decompose as a direct sum. As for our second condition, because our first 
condition is satisfied, it will do to prove that I” px( G) is in J3/ I3 for all x > 0 and 
all G in Table 3, and this is easily checked. 
Because of this, we can say that J,/Z, is equal to the direct sum of the cp,(J,/Z,)‘s 
for x>O. For x =co, cpx(J3/Z3) is Z, generated by a; for x =a, i, 2, 3, and 2, it is 
Z/22, generated by *; and for x = 1, it is ZOZ/2Z, generated by t and *. 
For x = 4, the situation is more complicated. (pli2(J3/13) is generated by the 
infinitesimals t, *, *2, /3, 7, 6, E, B, and C. The infinitesimals p, y, 6, and E are all 
positive. We will show that the infinitesimals B and C satisfy 2B = 2C = *, and that 
C-B is not of the form *m for any nonnegative integer m. Also, 
Y ’ 6, (1) 
t II> ma+ny+qP, for all nonnegative integers m, n, q, (2) 
P II> ma+v, for all nonnegative integers m, n, (3) 
e II> ny, for all nonnegative integers n, and (4) 
Y II> ns, for all nonnegative integers n. (5) 
Table 3 
The thermal dissociation of all non-numeric games born on or before 
Day 3, up to negation and infinitesimals 
;,a+f,b=j”2*2 
“-‘p& 
II-f. “;A4 J* 
;10=;+ * 
WI’;: t 
I,-f__a+*,‘/“* 
11-f, b=$+~“2({~~0,*}-{~~O})+~““* 
llO=f+y* 
q;++y* 
llb=++j”‘({;l*}-{;10})+j3’4* 
2/-1=f+j3’2* 
2/4=;+55’4* 
21-t, b=;+j”Z({;10,*}-{;10})+j5’4* 
2~-~,c=~+~“Z({f~0,{1~0}}-{~~0})+~5’4* 
21-2=5** 
2/o= 1+j’ * 
2~O,c=l+~‘~* 
211=;+j”2* 
21;=;+53/4* 
21t,a=~+5”2({t10,*}-{t10})+53’4* 
21u=;+j”2({fl*}-{;10})+j3’4* 
21b=~+j”2({$j*}-{j10})+f5’4* 
2jc=l+j’T 
2~c,f=1+5”*({f/0,{0~-1}}-{~~{0~-1}})+~’~ 
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It is now easy to see that P,,~(J~/ I,) decomposes into the direct product ZsOZ/4Z@ 
(Z/22)*. There is an epimorphism f from this direct product into (P,,~(J~/I~) given 
by f(i,j,k,Z,m,n,p,q)=i~+jp+ky+@+ms+nB+p*2+q(C-B), and if 
f( i, j, k, 1, m, n, p, q) = 0, multiplying by 4 reveals that 4iT +4j/? + 4ky + 416 +4m~ = 
0; (1) and (2) imply i = 0; given i = 0, (1) and (3) imply that j = 0; then (1) and (4) 
give m = 0. Then (5) implies k = 0 and 6 > 0 then implies that 1= 0. Hence i =j = k = 
1 = rn = 0. Then nB +p*2 + q( C - B) = 0; multiplying by 2 tells us that 2nB = 0, SO 
n is 0 or 2. Then if q is nonzero, C-B must be 0, *, *2, or *3, which is not the 
case. Otherwise, nB+p*2 = 0 implies that n = p = 0. Hence f is injective, and 
(P~,~(J~/I~) is the desired direct product. Rutting these facts together then reveals 
that J,/I, is isomorphic to Z70Z/4ZO(Z/2Z)8. 
We now prove our facts about B, C, p, y, 6, and E. It is clear that y 2 6 since 
*S { 1 IO}; together with y II> 8, which we prove below, this proves that y > 6. For 
all numbers a > 0, 2{ a I*} - a + * is easily seen to be a second player win; this proves 
that 2B = 2C = *. As for C - B, suppose Left moves first from C - B + *m for some 
m. If he moves to $ - {! 1 *}-B + *m, any responding move other than to -B + *m 
lets him respond to * in -{{ I*}, and the resulting game will be infinitesimally different 
from 2 or $ - {ilO}, and will hence be positive. If we consider -B + *m, however, 
twice this is *, which is fuzzy; hence -B+ *m must be fuzzy and so Left can win 
moving first. This proves that C - B + *m II> 0 and hence that C - B # *m. 
We prove that t - (qp + m.z + ny +p*) is positive or fuzzy, for all p, and all m, n, 
q 2 0, that B - (mE + ny + p*) is positive or fuzzy, for all p, and all m, n 2 0, and 
that E - ny +p* is positive or fuzzy for all n ~0 and all p. Our strategy for Left, 
moving first on any of these games, dictates that he should first destroy all the -y 
terms. He does this by moving from (1) 0, *} to ;. If Right replies in -{: IO} to -i, 
Left should decrease n by 1 and continue. If Right moves from {$ IO, *} to 0 or *, 
Left can note that ; - 2{{ IO} = 0, modify p as necessary, decrease n by 2, and continue. 
If, after Left’s move from {: IO, *} to i, Right replies in B, -B, E, -F, t, or p*, we 
claim that Left can respond from -{$(O} to 0 and win. If Left moves to {$ IO, *} to 
i, Right moves in /? or -B, and Left then moves from -{; IO} to 0, for example, the 
position is then equal to 1 -{i IO} shifted by an infinitesimal, which almost exceeds 
1 and hence is positive. If Right’s move was in E or -F, the value of the game after 
Left’s response will be an infinitesimally shifted version of i + (0 I -l} - {$ I(0 I -l}}, 
which will almost exceed i, or an infinitesimally shifted version of i -{f I(01 -1)) 
or $-$+{+1{OI-I}}, h’ h w ic will almost exceed 1. If Right’s move was in p* or t, 
the value will be an infinitesimally shifted version of 3. All of these are positive; 
hence Left can win in these cases. 
Once Left has destroyed all the -y terms, if he started with F -ny+p*, he is 
now playing from e +p*. But a > 0, and p* II> 0, so Left can move and win. If Left 
started with B - (m& + ny + p*), he now has B - me + p*. Then Left should reduce 
m until it is 0 as follows: he moves from -{i I(0 I - 1)) to { 1 IO}. When Right responds 
from -{$I (01 -l}} to -4, Left should respond by moving from (410, (01 -l}} to f 
and decreasing m by 1. Eventually Right will make a response somewhere else. If 
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Right then moves from {i 10, {Ol-1)) to 0, Left should increase p by 1, notice that 
(1 IO} exceeds *, decrease m by 1, and continue. If Right moves from ($10, (01 -1)) 
to (01 -l}, Left should cancel (1 IO} with (01 -l}, decrease m by 1, and continue. If 
Right moves in { 1 IO}, p or p*, Left should move from {f IO, (0 I - 1)) to i. The position 
will then be f + { 1 IO} - {$ IO} plus an infinitesimal, { 1 IO} + $ plus an infinitesimal, or 
$ plus an infinitesimal, which all almost exceed 4; in any case, this is positive. 
Finally, Left will be left with /3 +p*. Since /3 > 0, and p* II> 0, Left can move and 
win. If Left started with t -(q/3 + rn& + n-y +p*), after removing all the -y terms, 
Left will have t - (qp + rns +p*). He should then remove the -F terms according 
to the strategy above. He will then have t -(q/3 +p*). Then he can remove the -p 
terms just as he did with the -y terms. Eventually he will be left with t +p*, which 
is positive or fuzzy, so he will win. 
Finally, we prove that y - n6 II> 0 for all n 2 0. In fact, Left’s good move is from 
-{$ IO, *} to *, so we need to prove that * + {i IO} - nS > 0 for all n 2 0. If Right moves 
from {i 10, (1 IO}} to 0, Left should move from -{$lO} to 0, decrease n by 1, and 
continue. If Right moves from -{i IO} to -1, Left should move from {i IO, (1 IO}} to 
$, decrease n by 1, and continue. If Right moves from {i IO, (1 IO}} to (1 IO}, Left 
should move from (1 IO} to 1, which leaves the position 1 plus an infinitesimal, 
which is positive. If Right moves from {z IO} to 0, if n > 0, Left should move from 
{~lO,{l(O}} to i, notice that $-{$IO}={~lO}, and continue, decreasing n by 1. If 
Right moves from {i/O} to 0 and n = 0, Left is left with *, and should move to 0 
and win. Finally, if Right moves from * to 0, Left should move from {$ ) 0) to i, 
which leaves the position i plus an infinitesimal, which is positive. 
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